In active networks environments, the data packets can c q active programs to enable specialized processing on them. We quantify the effectiveness of general capsule programs V.S. specialized processing functions for multimedia data through four experiments. These experiments deal with the comparison of Java V.S. C implementation of a MPEG video decoder, the identification of the time-consuming modules in a Java MPEG video b o d e r , the effectiveness of combining Java methods and native methods, and the size of the bytecode for each module in a Java MPEG video decoder. We found that Java MPEG decoder can be 2.6 times to 10 times slower than an equivalent C implementation. We identified Huffmann decoding module as the most time-consuming module.
INTRODUCTION
Active Networks [l J and Active Services [2] are important re search topics. In an active network environment, the packets can cany active programs within the packet to enable specialized processing on them. One of the major application of active techniques is video transcoding [2]. Since the emerging applications will contain a lot of multimedia data such as video and audio data, how to provide specialized multimedia data processing capabilities within these new service atchikchues is a challenging issue. Current active network design such as Smart Packets [8] or ANTS [lo] either focus on small data or use general purpose mobile languages and virtual machines such as Java in their architectures. In our proposed active netwwk architecture [9] , we argue that general purpose virtual machines may not be capable of handling the multimedia data and a customized virtual machine which includes specialized processing functions is needed.
We quantify the effectiveness of general capsule programs V.S. specialized processing functions for multimedia data through a series of experiments. We draw conclusions on the tradeoff between
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BACKGROUND
In an active network architecture, the nodes can be active or nonactive. Active nodes run a Node Operating System (NodeOS) and one or more Execution Environments (EEs) that run on the top of
NodeOS [I]
. Each EE implements a virtual machine which runs the active programs coming with the data packets. The virtual machine can be very general (such as Java Virtual Machine) or very specific (such as Spanner [8] in the Smart Packet project, which provides specialized functions for network management tasks). To understand the design issues of the specialized virtual machine, the following questions are important.
(1) Are general script or virtual machines fast enough to implement complicated algorithm such as MPEG video codec? How fast can mobile code techniques achieve in comparison with the native code implementation? (2) Is there any part of the video processing algorithm that can be extracted and implemented as common operations in the specialized virtual machine? (3) HOW big are the active programs when a non-trivial algorithm such as MPEG decoder is implemented? Is it feasible to implement these algorithms using the mobile codes?
Since these questions are general and depend on many different factors such as the choice of virtual machine and video processing algorithm, we investigate one special case that can provide some insights into the real scenario. Specifically, we analyze the h4PEG video decoding algorithm under C and Java implementations. Since MPEG video decoding is an essential part of compressed video processing such as transcoding, the data gathered is useful not only for MPEG algorithms but also for a broader range of multimedia applications. We are not trying to answer the general benchmark questions of Java virtual machines. Research on this topic is available in 161. Our goal is to get an estimate of how mobile codes can perform in multimedia data processing because it will be an essential part of our virtual machine. We ran the Java implementation using Java 2 JDK from Sun
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Microsystems under Linux, Solaris and Microsoft Windows 98. Except in Experiment Set 3, which is used as a baseline reference only, we enable the Java Just-In-Time (JIT) compiler to speed up the bytecode execution (results in table 1).
From the result, we made some observations: (I) The Java decoder is, in general, slow in comparison with the C decoder. If we compare the two decoders under the same OS (Linux or Sun SoIaris), the Java decoder is almost 10 times slower under Linux (data set TC) and 6 time slower under Solaris (data set P). Although the result is not a suprise to us (we know that Java decoder will be slower than the C decoder.), it does provide an idea of the magnitude of slowdown when using Java on a real problem. Under Microsoft Windows 98,. the slow down is not as big as other platforms but still slow (2.6 times slower comparing to data set TC under LindC)' .
(2) Comparing experiments Set 3 and Set 4, we note that the JJT compiler provides substantial improvement in the execution time over the bytecode interpreter (by a factor of four). However, there is room for significant improvement for the performnce of Java bytecodes to be close to native object codes. In this experiment, we try to determine which parts of the MPEG video processing algorithm consume a major portion of the time and which parts of the algorithm can be extracted and implemented as common operations in the specialii virtual machine.
h4PEG decoding process consist of four major steps: First, the input stream is read up to the complete Variable Length Code (VL-C ) and a Huffmann decoding process is called to convert it into an integer value. After all the VLCs belonging to a block are processed, the block data are inversely quantized. The Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform (IDCT) is then applied to the inversequantized block. The result is then added to the prediction data (reference pictures) to get a completed decoded frame.
We ran a detail profiling of the Java MPEG video decoder using data set JP to determine the relative percentage of running time for the above four steps in the decoding process. (Results are shown in Table 2 ). Note that the inverse quantization is not a separate module. The time spent in inverse quantization is included in the module Parse-Block.
The result shows that, to our surprise, IDCT does not occupy a significant portion of the running time. It occupies less than 5% of the total running time. The Huffman decode module occupies almost 24% of the running time (excluding the YO operations, which is categorized under YO), and is a possible candidate for further optimization. The other modules which occupy top portions of running times are Parse-Block and Parse-Macroblock. These two combined occupy more than 22% of the total running time. Since these two modules are not computational-intensive operations but mainly control logic for the decoding process, it is not easy to separate parts of the code to optimize further.
Our observations on these results are as follows:
(1) Excluding YO operations, the control logic of MPEG decoding itself occupies 3 1.45% of the total running time. Comparing it to the Huffmann decoding which occupies 33.95% and IDC-T which occupies 6.97% of total running time, the control logic of MPEG seems to be too complex. Since MPEG standard is very general and covers a wide range of configurations, it may be feasible to constrain the sets of configuration parameters to some pre-defined sets such as those in H-261 to facilitate the processing when the frames are delivered through the networks.
(2) It may be desirable to implement the complete decoding process as a module instead of separating it into several modules to maximize the performance. Currently there are some commercial attempts to define APIs for multimedia data in future Java standard [SI. This line of effort is similar to our idea and the results from their work may provide additional insights. B frames Avg.
Overall Avg. To determine if we can gain any efficiency by implementing the most time-consuming parts of the decoder using more languages such as C/C++, we implemented the Huffmann decoding module (which we identified in section 3.2 as the most time-consuming module in the decoding process) as a native method in C using the Java Native Interface (INI) specifications. We repeat the same experiments as in section 3.1 on the new Java/C hybrid implementation. (Results are in Table 3 ).
The result shows that instead of gaining efficiency through native method implementation, the hybrid implementation actually runs much slower than pure Java implementation. In some cases where the V M implementation is very efficient, the slow down is even more significant (323% slower), Similar results are observed when the IDCT module is implemented as a native method. After further investigation, we contribute the slow down of the decoding to the following reason:
(1) The overhead of interaction between the native method and the Java methods is high. When a native method needs to access a member variable, it has to perform a series of table lookup to find the class ID and field ID to access the correct data item. When a native method needs to call a non-native method, it needs to perform a series of table lookup to find the class ID and method ID. Although in our implementation we are careful to ody perfom these lookups once during the class initialization, the overheads of calling the method or accessing the member variable through IDS are still very high.
(2) The overhead of setting up the native method call is high. Table 4 : Java method V.S. Native method calls
To validate this point, we conduct another experiment to determine the overhead in setting up native method calls. We construct two Java programs using the skeleton of the Huffmann decoding module in the experiments. One program is implemented as a pure Java program and the other is implemented as a native method. We keep the parameter list and the return value to be the same as those in the HufTmann decoding module. The body of the methods in both programs are empty so we can measure the overhead of setting up the call. We call the empty method 100,000 times in both programs and measure the time elapsed (Results are in Table 4 ). Since packets in an active network environment carry active programs within the packets, the sizes of the active programs have significant influence on the feasibility of the architecture. For example, Smart Packets architecture [8] tries to limit the active program size within one Ethemet pacht (1500 Bytes) by introducing a specialized assembly language. To get some estimates of the size of object codes, we tabulate the sizes of the bytecodes produced by the Java 2 compiler on the original Java implementation and the modified Huffmann and IDCT modules in Table 5 . From the result, it is apparent that the size of almost any single functional module are much bigger (up to 10 times) than the size of one Ethernet packet (1500 bytes). Therefore it is not feasible to put the active program written in lava bytecode within the active capsule. To alleviate this problem, there are several alternatives that can be further explored. One approach is to employ bytecode compression techniques such as those described in [4]. To determine the effect of compression. we compress the bytecodes of modules in Table 5 using gzip. Even after the bytecodes are gipped, the sizes are still large. According to [4], it is possible to compress the bytecodes to about 26% to 30% of the original size, therefore the results may be further improved. However, bytecode compression needs extra time to compress and decompress. They may not be feasible in a highly dynamic envitOnments such as active routers where most of the active program are only executed once and are discarded after execution. Another approach is to design code transport schemes to amortize the cost of code transporting. For example, ANTS [lo] employs the on-demand code loading scheme to minimize the overhead of setting up the protocol (specialized functions) dynamically. However, ANTS and other approaches treat a whole protocol as a unit and, which has coarse-granularity.
From the above result, we can conclude that any operations which are supposed to be widely available among the execution environments (such as MF'EG codec) should be built in to the Virtual machines to avoid the high overhead of mobile codes.
CONCLUSIONS AND F'UTURE WORK
In this paper, we experimentally evaluated eradeoffs in the design of specialized virtual machines for multimedia data in active networks. We provide guidelines for choosing between alternatives based on the resource constraints. Although some results may be obvious or not favor any particular design, our results do give us clear ideas of the expected performance for a particular choice. Some future work includes:
(1) Mote detail investigation of the overhead in native imple- processing algorithms.
